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LIGHTING

GENERAL
The airplane lighting consists of the interior lighting, the exterior lighting, and the emergency
lighting.

The exterior lighting is divided into the identification lighting, and the miscellaneous lighting.

The emergency lighting provides illumination if primary airplane electrical power supply fails.

Supply and regulation of the lighting is achieved by rheostats and buttons on the LIGHT control
panel in the flight compartment overhead panel and on the flight attendant LIGHT control panel.

In the event of a complete failure of the DC power supply system, a separate emergency power
supply illuminates the avionic components still required for the operation of the airplane.
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FLIGHT COMPARTMENT LIGHTING

FLOOD LIGHTS
A dome light is provided for general flight compartment illumination, with integrated emergency
light, in the flight compartment ceiling. A pedestal light, located in the overhead panel,
illuminates the units and panels of the center pedestal. Reading lights, installed on the flight
compartment ceiling above the CAPT’s and F/O’s seats, illuminate the area around the pilots to
facilitate reading. The lights can be pivoted as required. A console light is located in the lining
above the CAPT’s and F/O’s side console.

Control and Dimming System
The system enables the day/night switching of the annunciator lights, warning lights and the
instrument and panel lights as well as the testing of these components.
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FLIGHT COMPARTMENT CALL SYSTEM

GENERAL
The flight compartment call system enables the flight crew to call the flight attendant or the
ground crew. These buttons are installed in the CALLS panel.

If the CABIN CALL button is pressed, the CAPT light on the flight attendant control panel and
the FLT light on the flight attendant phone illuminates and a brief chime is given. The CABIN
CALL light stays illuminated until it is reset by a second push.

If the EMG CALL button is pressed, the CAPT light on the flight attendant control panel and the
EMG light on the flight attendant phone illuminates and a brief chime is given. The EMG CALL
light stays illuminated until it is reset by a second push.
If the GND CALL button is pressed, a signal sounds on the GROUND control panel to attract
the attention of the ground crew. The GND CALL light stays illuminated until it is reset by a
second push.
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PASSENGER COMPARTMENT LIGHTING

Three fluorescent lighting strips installed along the upper section of the passenger
compartment, consisting of several individual lights each, provide the main lighting.

BOARDING LIGHTS
The boarding lights provide the initial lighting for the passengers when boarding the airplane as
well as the basic lighting inside the airplane.

Five dome lights with integrated emergency lights are located in the passenger compartment
ceiling.

READING LIGHTS
The reading lights are part of the passenger service units (PSU) which are installed in the lining
of the upper LH/RH passenger compartment directly above the passenger seats.

The LH PSUs are equipped with one reading light and the RH PSUs are equipped with two
reading lights. They are operated by a button on the PSUs.

LAVATORY LIGHT
The lavatory light illuminates the inside of the lavatory compartment and is located in the area
above the washbasin. The lavatory dome light has no emergency facility.

GALLEY LIGHT
The galley light illuminates the area in front of the galley and is installed on the passenger
compartment ceiling. The galley light is also installed when there is no galley provided.
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PASSENGER CALL SYSTEM

GENERAL
The passenger call system enables the passengers to call the flight attendant. The button is
installed in the PSU above the passenger seats. One PSU with reduced facilities is installed in
the lavatory.

If one of the passenger call buttons is pressed, either the CALL LH/RH or CALL TOILET light on
the flight attendant control panel illuminates and a brief chime is given. The chime attracts the
attention of the flight attendant.
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PASSENGER INFORMATION SIGNS

NO SMOKING AND FASTEN SEAT BELT SIGNS
The NO SMOKING and FASTEN SEAT BELT signs, which are visually displayed by SYMBOLS,
are part of the PSUs. Further symbols are displayed on the passenger information panel at the
flight attendant station.

RETURN TO SEAT SIGN
A RETURN TO SEAT sign, located in the lavatory, gives the order to return to the seat.

When the passenger information signs are activated, a chime will simultaneously be heard in
the respective loudspeakers.

TOILET OCCUPIED SIGN
The TOILET OCCUPIED sign gives a visual indication that the lavatory is occupied. The light is
part of the NO SMOKING and FASTEN SEAT BELT symbols in the passenger information panel
at the flight attendant station.

CARGO COMPARTMENT LIGHTS
Two lights located in the cargo compartment ceiling illuminate the inside of the compartment.
They are controlled from the cargo light control panel in the cargo compartment.
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EXTERIOR LIGHTING

GENERAL
The exterior lighting consists of the landing and taxi lights, the identification lighting, and the
miscellaneous lighting.

LANDING LIGHTS
The landing lights are installed in the LH/RH MLG fairing. The lights are controlled by two
switches labeled LH/RH LAND on the EXT–LIGHTS section of the LIGHT and ENGINE control
panel.

TAXI LIGHTS
The taxi lights are installed LH and RH on the nose landing gear strut. The lights are controlled
by a switch labeled TAXI on the EXT–LIGHTS section of the LIGHT and ENGINE control panel.

The taxi light is activated only if the LDG GEAR is extended and is switched off automatically
when the LDG GEAR is retracted regardless of the position of the TAXI switch.
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IDENTIFICATION LIGHTING

GENERAL
The identification lighting consists of the anti–collision lights, strobe lights, and dual navigation
lights.

ANTI–COLLISION LIGHTS
One red flashing anti–collision light is located on the lower fuselage centerline aft of the MLG
fairings and one anti–collision light is located on the top of the fin. The anti–collision lights are
controlled by a switch labeled ANTICOLL on the EXT–LIGHTS section of the LIGHT and
ENGINE/START control panel.

STROBE LIGHTS
A white flashing strobe light is fitted in each wing tip and shars a common housing with the
navigation lights. The strobe lights are controlled by a switch labeled STROBE on the
EXT–LIGHTS section of the LIGHT and ENGINE control panel.

NAVIGATION LIGHTS
Three navigation lights are fitted to indicate in which direction the airplane is flying. In flight,
LH wing tip is marked by a red light, the RH wing is marked by a green light, and the tail is
marked by a white light. Each navigation light contains a dual lamp so that if the primary lamp
fails automatic electronic switching will select the secondary lamp. The navigation lights are
controlled by the NAV switch located on the EXT–LIGHTS section of the overhead panel.
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MISCELLANEOUS LIGHTING

GENERAL
The miscellaneous lighting consists of the wing inspection lights and the airstair lights.

WING INSPECTION LIGHTS
A wing inspection light is installed in the LH and RH fuselage sides to illuminate the LH/RH wing
leading edge and the  LH/RH engine intake when checking for ice build–up or damage. The
wing inspection lights are controlled by a switch labeled WING on the  EXT–LIGHTS section of
the LIGHT and ENGINE/START control panel.

AIRSTAIR LIGHTS
Four airstair lights, integrated into the steps of the passenger and crew entrance door enable
safe entry or exit of the passenger compartment during darkness. The airstair lights are
controlled by a switch labeled STAIR on the flight attendant control panel.
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EMERGENCY LIGHTING

GENERAL
The emergency lighting provides illumination if primary airplane electrical power supply fails. It
consists of lighting for the emergency exits, the escape route, and external emergency lights.
This provides the passengers and crew with sufficient lighting to evacuate the airplane in an
emergency. The system consists of the following:

EMERGENCY POWER SUPPLY UNITS (NICKEL–CADMIUM BATTERY BLOCK)
Four  emergency power supplies provides 6 VDC and 115 VAC/400 Hz electrical power for up
to 10 minutes if the primary airplane electrical  power fails. The emergency power supply
consists of a battery block with four nickel–cadmium batteries and is kept charged by the DC
power supply system. A fully discharged battery is charged within 28 hours. An automatic
heating circuit protects the life of the battery block at temperatures between 0 °C and –15 °C
(32 °F and 5 °F).

FLIGHT COMPARTMENT DOME LIGHT
This light comprises the flight compartment illumination and an integrated emergency light. The
light is supplied with 6 VDC from one of the four emergency power supply units.

PASSENGER COMPARTMENT DOME LIGHTS
These five lights comprise the boarding lights and the integrated emergency lights. The five
lights are supplied with 6 VDC from one of the four emergency power supply units.

EXIT DOOR LIGHTS
An EXIT door light is installed at each emergency exit to enable the passengers or flight crew to
locate the exits easily in case of an emergency. The four lights are supplied with 6 VDC each
from one of the four emergency power supply units.

FLIGHT ATTENDANT EXIT LIGHT
This light is installed in the passenger information panel at the flight attendant station. The arrow
directions of the light point toward the emergency exits. The light is supplied with 6 VDC from
one of the four emergency power supply units.

LAVATORY LIGHT
This light provides an adequate emergency lighting of the lavatory area and is supplied with
6�VDC from one of the four emergency power supply units.

EXIT LOCATOR LIGHTS
The EXIT locator lights point toward the corresponding emergency exit and are installed above
the single–seat side on the upper lining. The lights are supplied with 6 VDC from various power
supply units.
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EXIT SIGNS
The EXIT signs are installed in the frames of the emergency exits or at the side in the
immediate vicinity and indicate the escape route to the outside. The EXIT signs are supplied
with 115 VAC/400 Hz from the corresponding power supply unit and are electroluminescent to
provide a uniform and thermally–cool light source.

ESCAPE PATH LIGHTS
Fourteen fluorescent escape path lights are installed in the cabin floor to illuminate the escape
routes. The lights are supplied with 115 VAC/400 Hz from the corresponding power supply unit
and are electroluminescent to provide a uniform and thermally–cool light source.

EXTERNAL EMERGENCY LIGHTS
An external EMERGENCY light is installed adjacent to each emergency exit door to illuminate
the exit route outside the airplane for rapid exit in an emergency condition. The lights are
supplied with 6 VDC from the emergency power supply units.
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